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ABSTRACT

This article reviews recent research on bilingual phonological development and describes the nature of bilingual phonology, focusing on characteristics of cross-linguistic influence on bilingual phonological abilities. There is evidence of positive and negative transfer (acceleration and deceleration) on children’s phonological abilities. Several methodological issues limit the ability to generalize findings from previous research to larger groups of bilingual children (e.g., small sample size, lack of consideration of age of acquisition of each language, and language abilities of the participants). Sources of heterogeneity in language development are presented and discussed. Phonological abilities are related to language abilities in bilingual first language learners of English and Spanish. Empirical evidence from research in our laboratory supports this claim. We discuss implications of research findings and limitations for future research and clinical practice. We provide specific recommendations for bilingual research and for clinical assessment of young bilingual children.
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Learning Outcomes: As a result of this activity, the reader will be able to (1) discuss sources of heterogeneity in bilingual language and phonology; (2) summarize effects of language proficiency and experience on bilingual phonology; and (3) describe implications of language experience on clinical assessment.

Speech-language pathologists (SLPs) face a considerable challenge in accurately differentiating between speech and language disorders and speech and language differences when working with bilingual children.\(^1\) According to annual estimates of population change, the
Hispanic population is the fastest-growing minority group in the United States. Furthermore, children with speech sound disorders make up the majority of the caseloads of school-based SLPs. From this we can infer that many school-based SLPs must assess and potentially treat bilingual children with suspected speech sound disorders, and they are especially likely to encounter Spanish- and English-speaking bilingual children on their caseloads. To accurately diagnose speech sound disorders in bilingual children, we first need to understand the time course and patterns of bilingual phonological development and to differentiate characteristics of normal bilingual development from atypical or delayed development in bilingual children.

Phonology has been studied less extensively than other areas of bilingual development. Although several studies examine the framework of phonological abilities of bilingual children, few studies have examined the development of phonological abilities over time in bilingual children or identified error types or patterns that indicate atypical phonological development in bilingual children. Hambly and colleagues published a systematic review of bilingual speech production and found that of 66 studies reviewed, only 15 studies used case controls or cohort observations. Many studies were single case studies that focused on interaction patterns between languages. Longitudinal studies were most commonly of single subjects rather than groups of children, limiting knowledge of broader developmental patterns. There were only a few studies with large samples of bilingual children, and those are for Pakistani- and English-, Welsh- and English-, and Maltese- and English-speaking children. Many studies of bilingual phonology focus on narrow aspects of production, such as acquisition of specific sounds, prosodic patterns, and interaction patterns between languages, rather than longitudinal patterns of typical or atypical development. With only a few exceptions, most studies of bilingual phonology have focused on bilingual speakers of English and Spanish, but even so, we have little information about typical phonological development in Spanish- and English-speaking children, and even less for children who speak other language pairs.

SLPs report that they have limited understanding of how to differentiate language difference from language disorder in bilingual children. Several studies have shown that most school-based SLPs are monolingual speakers of English who rely on English measures to evaluate bilingual children, even if English is not the child’s stronger language. The lack of knowledge about bilingual speech sound development may lead to fewer than expected bilingual children with speech sound disorders receiving services as a result. We do not know the effects of using single-language assessments to evaluate children’s phonological knowledge. However, there is considerable evidence that evaluating bilingual children in only one of their spoken languages and interpreting results with respect to monolingual norms can lead to overidentification of language disorders because bilingual children’s language abilities in one language fall well below those of their monolingual peers.

The Nature of Bilingual Phonology

Current research on phonological development seems to agree that children have two separate phonological systems that interact. Interaction is caused by cross-linguistic transfer and can yield both positive and negative effects, referred to in some studies as acceleration and deceleration. Acceleration refers to positive transfer of cross-linguistic knowledge, for example, early acquisition of a phonological structure by bilingual children compared with monolingual children acquiring the same structure. Deceleration refers to negative cross-linguistic transfer, for example, slowed learning of aspects of phonology by bilingual children compared with monolingual children, and sometimes is referred to as a “delay in acquisition.” A third possibility also exists: transfer can be bidirectional, with both positive and negative transfer occurring in the same child. Transfer of knowledge or abilities can influence the rate of acquisition of the sound system of a language relative to monolingual speakers of the language, and transfer of abilities across languages...
can also interact with other developmental patterns, resulting in a wide range of phonological abilities in bilingual children.

Some aspects of phonology may be learned earlier for bilingual children than for monolingual children due to positive transfer of phonological knowledge. For example, Kehoe and associates and Lleo and colleagues examined the production of coda consonants in Spanish–German bilingual children and found a higher rate of coda production in the Spanish productions of bilinguals than in those of Spanish monolinguals. They hypothesized that the presence of coda consonants in German facilitated bilingual children’s awareness of and ability to produce those sounds relative to monolingual Spanish-speaking children who had less experience with coda consonants. Goldstein and Bunta reported positive transfer in 10 bilingual children (mean age 5;6). Bilingual children with nativelike proficiency in English outperformed monolingual children on several measures of consonant and vowel accuracy.

Fabiano-Smith and Goldstein proposed another form of acceleration, characterized by bilingual children performing on par with monolingual children despite the task of learning two languages. Their proposal was supported by evidence that 8 Spanish-dominant bilingual children in their study had some phonological abilities on par with monolingual children, despite having less overall experience with that language. There are few studies of bilingual phonology that directly compare monolingual and bilingual children, but many of those find no difference in abilities between the two groups. MacLeod and colleagues found that French–English bilingual, first language-learning children kept pace with monolinguals at 18 and 36 months on multiple measures of phonology. Goldstein et al found that bilingual children performed similarly to monolingual peers in both languages for several measures of phonology including segmental and syllabic accuracy and percentage of occurrence of phonological patterns. Their sample included both simultaneous and sequential learners of English. Goldstein and colleagues found that 4- and 5-year-old Spanish–English bilingual children produced consonants, sound classes, and phonological patterns with similar levels of accuracy as children who were dominant speakers of English and Spanish.

Other studies have demonstrated that bilingual children acquire phonological skills at a slower rate than their monolingual peers. This has led researchers to conclude that there is negative transfer or deceleration in learning for bilingual children. Gildersleeve-Neumann and colleagues examined the English phonological skills of 11 typically developing, bilingual (English–Spanish) 3-year-olds. Bilingual children in their study had lower intelligibility ratings, made more consonant and vowel errors, and produced more uncommon error patterns than monolingual English speakers of the same age. Bunta and colleagues found that Spanish- and English-speaking monolingual children were significantly better than bilingual children on production of consonant accuracy measures and described this as decelerated abilities in Spanish. Fabiano-Smith and Goldstein found that monolingual Spanish-speaking children were more accurate than bilingual children on measures of consonant accuracy, but no differences were found between bilingual children and English monolingual speaking peers. Gildersleeve et al found that bilingual children used error patterns from one language in their other language, leading to unusual error patterns, which resulted in a form of negative transfer. Finally, a few studies provide evidence of bidirectional influence of the two languages for bilingual children.

Several methodological issues of existing studies affect the ability to determine whether bilingual children perform differently from their monolingual peers on phonology measures. Most studies did not systematically consider factors such as age of exposure to each language, relative amount of exposure to each language, use patterns for each language, or proficiency in each language. Age of acquisition of each language and relative amount of exposure to or experience with each language are particularly important measures that are often overlooked in studies of bilingual phonology but could potentially account for much of the variation in bilingual phonological abilities. For example, bilingual first language learners (simultaneous bilinguals) are likely to have differing patterns of phonological development from...
sequential dual language learners because sequential learners will have at least partially acquired one system as they begin to acquire their second language, and they may transfer phonological knowledge and production abilities from the first language to the second language. Morrow and colleagues found that age of acquisition to English and length of exposure to English were important predictors in the phonological abilities of English language learners from a variety of language backgrounds. Children in their study who achieved the highest levels of English accuracy started learning English earlier and had more years of experience with English than other children in the study.

Most studies of bilingual phonology have very small sample sizes, and given the heterogeneity in bilingual experience and language outcomes, these studies do not allow for generalizability of results. Some studies compared children’s performance to speech sound norms rather than to socioeconomic status (SES)-matched peer groups. Additional influences on bilingual phonological development might come from the typologies of languages being acquired and the degree of overlap of phonological structures of each language. Other factors, such as exposure to native or nonnative input, might also affect phonological learning. However, to date research has not systematically evaluated the role of these variables on phonological development in bilingual children.

THE ROLE OF LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY AND LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE IN BILINGUAL PHONOLOGY

There are several reasons to believe that bilingual children’s phonological abilities would be related to their proficiency in the same language. Some theories of phonological development propose that phonology is influenced by learning the lexicon and emerges out of lexical development. Other theories propose that phonological abilities, particularly phonological memory, are an innate ability that children use to build their language skills. Research with monolingual children has shown commensurate abilities between phonology and vocabulary for late talkers, children with specific language impairment, and precocious word learners.

In studies of bilingual children, researchers have identified relationships between vocabulary and grammatical ability in bilingual children and between grammatical ability and phonological ability.

Yet few studies of bilingual phonology have systematically considered language abilities. In a group of 83 Welsh–English bilingual children (ages 2;6 to 5;0), Ball and colleagues found that the production of the trilled /r/ showed different patterns of acquisition depending on language experience, in that Welsh–dominant children acquired the trill earlier than their peers who were English–dominant. In a study of 15 typically developing 5-year-olds (five predominantly English-speaking, five predominantly Spanish–speaking, and five Spanish–English bilingual children), Goldstein and colleagues found no significant correlations between parent estimate of children’s use (output) of a language and phonological skills in the same language. However, in a larger group (\(n = 50\)) of Spanish–English bilingual children between the ages of 4;3 and 7;1, Goldstein and colleagues found that parent estimates of child language use and proficiency as well as a direct measure of proficiency (mean length of utterance (MLU) in words) predicted children’s segmental accuracy in both languages.

Research in our laboratory has found that language and phonological abilities are related in bilingual first language learners of English and Spanish (simultaneous bilinguals). We found this to be true for production of sounds in real words for each language and for production of nonwords in each language. Understanding how phonological and language abilities develop together can give insight into cross-linguistic transfer of phonological abilities and may help explain some of the variation in bilingual phonology. Children in our studies are all bilingual first language learners of English and Spanish living in South Florida. Our main findings are summarized below.

1. There are language specific relationships between phonological abilities and language abilities. Parra and colleagues found that accuracy of production of English–like and
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Spanish-like nonword stimuli (a measure of phonological memory) was uniquely related to vocabulary and grammar in the same language for children from 22 to 30 months. During the same age range, we found language-specific relationships of production of real words to vocabulary size in each language, but we did not find relations of phonology and vocabulary across languages. In another sample of 57 30-month-old bilingual children, English word production accuracy was related to English vocabulary but not Spanish vocabulary and production of Spanish words related to Spanish vocabulary but not to English vocabulary. These effects held even when controlling for amount of exposure to each language.

2. Relative exposure to each language affects phonological abilities in that language. For our youngest participants at 22 and 30 months, the relative amount of exposure to English was uniquely related to English-like nonword repetition accuracy, and exposure to Spanish was uniquely related to Spanish-like nonword repetition accuracy. We did not continue to see these effects in analyses of data for children ages 30 and 48 months, though relative amount of exposure to each language was related to vocabulary size for both languages and vocabulary size was related to phonological abilities.

3. Differences in production accuracy between English and Spanish abilities reflect similar differences in language proficiency. Children with larger English vocabularies had better speech production abilities for English words and English-like nonword stimuli than children with smaller English vocabularies at 22, 30, and 48 months of age. The same findings were true for Spanish vocabulary size and phonological abilities. At 48 months, children’s English production accuracy was greater than their Spanish on average, and they were also more proficient in English and had greater exposure to English on average, suggesting that phonological abilities are tied to language abilities. Another indicator of the relationship between phonological accuracy and language proficiency is that the types of errors children made differed by whether they had large or small vocabularies in the language. For example, 30-month-old children with large English vocabularies were less likely to delete initial consonants than children with small English vocabularies.

4. Production abilities were related across languages at 30 and 48 months. Both real word and nonword accuracy was related across languages for bilingual children, suggesting shared underlying abilities for phonology. By 48 months, children were highly accurate at producing words in both languages, despite continuing differences in proficiency and amount of exposure to each language. Mean percent consonants correct for English was 90% and was 87% for Spanish. Both vocabulary size and earlier speech production contributed significantly to phonology outcomes at 48 months and together accounted for 40% of the variation in children’s phonological abilities.

From these findings, we conclude that there are both language-general and language-specific relations between phonology and other language abilities. Relationships between pronunciation (phonology) and vocabulary size within a language but not across languages suggest that children’s phonological abilities and word learning develop together. It is likely that these relationships are bidirectional, with phonology and language interacting with each other and with amount of exposure to each language as a bilingual child’s abilities develop. Although English and Spanish share many sounds and have relatively similar phonological (sound) systems, the language-specific relations between language and phonology confirm that phonological development is specific to each language. However, the relationships of production accuracy across languages suggest that sound learning also involves more general or shared abilities, such as auditory memory capacity or speech motor production abilities.

**CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS**

The state of knowledge about bilingual phonological development offers several implications.
for research and clinical assessment. First, a child’s language experience and language proficiency play an important role in his or her phonological abilities. For example, a simultaneous bilingual child who hears mostly Spanish at home and learns English once he or she begins school will have poor English abilities relative to monolingual children (in particular) at school entry. If the child has a small English vocabulary or low proficiency in English, then speech sound accuracy as measured by standardized tests of articulation would be expected to be lower than a simultaneous bilingual child who hears both English and Spanish at home and has stronger language abilities in English. In another example, if a bilingual child has good proficiency in English as measured by standardized tests but has very poor speech production abilities in English, SLPs can be much more confident in diagnosing a speech sound disorder.

There are few standardized, norm-referenced tests of speech (phonological and/or articulation) ability for bilingual children. There are some limitations to using the tests and interpreting results. For tests that have published norms (Bilingual English-Spanish Assessment and the Contextual Probes of Articulation Competence–Spanish), the norms do not differentiate among children by age of acquisition of each language, relative exposure to each language, or proficiency level in each language. Thus, clinicians must carefully consider a child’s age, language proficiency and age of acquisition of each language when interpreting a child’s score relative to the norms for the child’s age. A child raised simultaneously bilingual in the United States would be expected to perform in the average range for his age for English but not necessarily for Spanish, depending on his experience with Spanish. However, if the child is an older child (e.g., 5 years old) and just beginning to learn English, he may be expected to perform in the average range for Spanish but not English. Older children who have been speaking English longer are more likely to score in the average range on standardized tests and to achieve accuracy levels on par with their monolingual peers. Similarly, simultaneous bilinguals seem more likely to have speech skills similar to monolingual speakers. Scores below the average range require careful consideration of factors affecting language experience and proficiency. Other tests are criterion-referenced rather than norm-referenced and provide limited information to help determine clinical status of phonology. Another way SLPs can assess bilingual children on their caseloads is to develop local norms. For example, in communities where bilingual experiences are similar, SLPs could use the available norm-referenced measures to assess typically developing children in their community with similar language experiences and abilities, then identify the typical performance level of children in the community. That would allow SLPs to identify children with atypical development compared with their community peers with similar language experience. This would be particularly useful in communities where SLPs notice below-average performance by a group of children without reason to expect that all of the children have speech sound disorders.

Several studies report on the variability in bilingual speech abilities relative to monolingual children. But studies have not attempted to sort out the factors that contribute to the heterogeneity of bilingual abilities. Without more data on the interactions between bilingual speech and language development, we cannot easily tell which bilingual children are developing typically for their linguistic experiences and which ones might have delayed or atypical development. This makes assessment of bilingual phonology very difficult. Furthermore, there are likely complex interactions between normal phonological development, development of phonological abilities commensurate with language abilities for each language, and cross-linguistic transfer. Because bilingual children as a group have considerable variation in their language experience from factors such as their relative proficiency in each language, relative amount of input and output in each language, and age at acquiring the second language in the case of nonsimultaneous learners, we can also expect more variability in their phonological abilities.
CONCLUSION
Language experience matters for understanding bilingual development. We need to understand how language abilities interact with phonological abilities (speech, phonological awareness and phonological processing). Just as with studies that aim to understand bilingual language development, factors of SES and linguistic experience need to be considered. Studies need to include information on language proficiency and relative balance, as well as variation in language abilities from SES factors, and possibly also from cultural differences. To improve our diagnostic abilities, we need more information about typical phonological development in bilingual children, especially between the ages of 2 and 5 years, and the influence of age of acquisition and relative amount of exposure on phonological abilities.
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